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Abstract
Quantum dot heterostructures with excellent low-noise properties became possible with high purity materials recently. We present
a study on molecular beam epitaxy grown quantum wells and quantum dots with a contaminated aluminum evaporation cell, which
introduced a high amount of impurities, perceivable in anomalies in optical and electrical measurements. We describe a way of
addressing this problem and find that reconditioning the aluminum cell by overheating can lead to a full recovery of the anomalies
in photoluminescence and capacitance-voltage measurements, leading to excellent low noise heterostructures. Furthermore, we
propose a method to sense photo-induced trap charges using capacitance-voltage spectroscopy on self-assembled quantum dots.
Excitation energy-dependent ionization of defect centers leads to shifts in capacitance-voltage spectra which can be used to de-
termine the charge density of photo-induced trap charges via 1D band structure simulations. This method can be performed on
frequently used quantum dot diode structures.
Keywords: A1. Defects; A3. Quantum Dot; A3. QuantumWell; A3. Molecular Beam Epitaxy; B2. Semiconducting III-V
Materials; B2. Semiconducting Aluminum Compounds
1. Introduction
Semiconductors are indispensable in a large variety of ap-
plications. They act as reliable switches in low and high power
applications [1], efficient computational units [2] like central
processing units, energy conversion devices and optoelectronic
devices like photodetectors, LEDs and lasers [3]. The success
of semiconductors and their dominance over other material de-
vices originates from their variety of parameters, like small to
wide band gaps and the ability to combine them, leading to
controllable quantum effects in nanostructures due to small ef-
fective carrier masses. This success always went along with
a struggle to achieve appropriate material and device quality.
For optoelectronic devices, in particular, special care has to
be taken to minimize non-radiative recombination centers. Ar-
senide based semiconductors are a mature material system to be
found in many electronic applications. They are important for
a huge variety of fundamental physics discoveries and handled
as candidates for future quantum devices [4], for which new
and much higher demands to material quality are needed [5, 6].
Reduced dimensions by constrictions on the nanometer scale in
spatially tailored semiconductors lead to quantum confinement
and large local density of states in a desired energy range, which
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is a huge advantage for many optoelectronic applications. One
platform of such carrier confinement are self-assembled quan-
tum dots (QDs), which enable research in fundamental solid-
state physics [7, 8] and quantum communication due to their
excellent optical properties [9, 10]. While the disadvantage
of non-radiative recombination centers is obvious for optoelec-
tronic devices, fluctuating charges in the environment of QDs
are also unfavorable. Imperfections, like trap states caused by
defects, impurities or interfaces lead to spectral wandering or
even blinking, as the electric field varies randomly and changes
the emitter energy levels by the quantum-confined Stark effect
[11]. Furthermore, even the charge state of the emitter changes
due to trap states [12]. This is not desirable for envisaged ap-
plications of quantum systems like qubits or the generation of
indistinguishable single photons. For this reason, finding meth-
ods to reduce imperfections is of essential importance. The QD
energy level is a very sensitive probe for charge fluctuations
[13, 14]. In the work by Houel et al., the authors use the transi-
tion energy from an excited state to the ground state of a single
QD to detect and localize single charge quanta [12]. Another
method to detect fluctuations was reported by Mooney who ob-
served a shift of capacitance-voltage (CV) spectra due to photo-
induced ionization of deep donor levels in the AlGaAs region
of a MODFET [15].
Using the methods shown in this paper, heterostructures
with low level of these impurities can be produced, enabling
quantum optics-, spin and nuclear spin experiments [16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21]. In the following, we show the influence of the usage
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of impure aluminum or a contaminated aluminum evaporation
cell in MBE on optical and electrical properties of heterostruc-
tures. We present a method to enhance the optical properties
by reconditioning the evaporation cell by overheating. Addi-
tionally, we present an approach using the shift of peak posi-
tions in the CV charging spectrum of the QD ensemble to detect
photo-induced activation of defect centers. We find an excita-
tion energy-dependent ionization of defect centers. Using 1D
band structure simulation, we develop a model to quantify the
illumination induced trap charge density, which is an indicator
of the sample quality.
2. Sample and Growth description
The samples under investigation are grown by a III-V-Riber-
Epineat MBE in two growth campaigns but with identical gal-
lium, arsenic and vacuum conditions. The aluminum, however,
was deposited with two different pyrolytic boron nitride cold
lip effusion cells of 60 cm3 (Al-cell-1) and 35 cm3 (Al-cell-2)
volume. Samples grown with Al-cell-1 showed anomalies in
CV and PL measurements (hysteresis in CV measurements and
degradation of PL signal), which will be described in more de-
tail in the following. Reference samples without anomalies in
CV and PL measurements are grown with the backup Al-cell-2
and with the reconditioned Al-cell-1∗.
The samples are labelled as sample APL,C2, BPL,C1, CPL,C2,
DPL,C1∗ , EPL,C1∗ , ACV,C1∗ , BCV,C1 and AHall,C2, BHall,C1 in
the following: The samples APL,C2 and BPL,C1 consist of
GaAs quantum wells (QW) of 16 nm, 12 nm, 10 nm, 8 nm,
7 nm, 6 nm, 5.5 nm, and 5 nm thickness with Al0.34Ga0.66As
cladding/barrier material. Sample APL,C2 was grown with the
intact Al-cell-2, while sample BPL,C1 was grown using the con-
taminated Al-cell-1. SamplesCPL,C2, DPL,C1∗ , and EPL,C1∗ con-
sist of GaAs QWs of 16 nm, 10 nm, 7.5 nm, 6 nm, and 5 nm
thickness with Al0.34Ga0.66As cladding/barrier material. Sam-
ple CPL,C2 is grown using Al-cell-2 whereas samples DPL,C1∗
and EPL,C1∗ are grown using Al-cell-1
∗.
The samples ACV,C1∗ and BCV,C1 are bias-tuneable structures
with self-assembled InAs QDs grown in the Stranski-Krastanov
growth mode. The samples consist of a 300 nm back contact
layer of n-type doped GaAs, which works as an electron reser-
voir, grown on a (100)-orientedGaAs substrate. A 25 nm GaAs
tunnel barrier separates the QDs from the back contact. The
QDs are capped by 11 nm of GaAs followed by a 154 nm block-
ing barrier of Al0.34Ga0.66As and a Schottky gate. While BCV,C1
was grown using Al-cell-1, ACV,C1∗ was grown with the recon-
ditionedAl-cell-1∗ in another growth campaign after opening of
the MBE. A more thorough sample growth description is given
by Ludwig et al. [22].
In addition, mobility measurements on two single heterojunc-
tion delta-doped 50nm setback high electron mobility transistor
(HEMT) structures AHall,C2 and BHall,C1, grown with Al-cell-1
and Al-cell-2, are compared.
Table 1 gives an overview of the characterized samples and
the growth conditions. For each sample, an Al-cell overheat-
ing temperature ∆T is presented. It indicates the temperature
difference between growth temperature and the maximum over-
heating cell temperature before the growth, which we will show
to be an important factor in achieving high-quality samples.
3. Experiment
Optical spectroscopy is performed via PL measurements on
samples APL,C2, BPL,C1, CPL,C2, DPL,C1∗ , and EPL,C1∗ . The sam-
ples are excited above-band using a red 635 nm laser at a power
of 3mW and focused onto the sample reaching an intensity of
approximately 240 W/cm2. The emitted light is analyzed using
a monochromator and the samples are cooled to 77K using liq-
uid nitrogen.
Electrical measurements are performed using CV spectro-
scopy on samples ACV,C1∗ and BCV,C1. Through CV spectro-
scopy, it is possible to analyze the charging energies of QDs
[23, 24]. This method records the differential capacitance of a
diode with QDs embedded in the depletion zone, tunnel cou-
pled to a reservoir of carriers. Varying the voltage applied to
the sample leads to a tilting of the bands around the back con-
tact, which works as the pivot point. We conduct CV spec-
troscopy by overlaying a small ac signal of 20mV rms ampli-
tude at 10834Hz over the dc voltage VG used to sweep through
the QD energy levels. If a QD energy level is in resonance
with the Fermi-level of the back contact, electron tunneling is
observed with an increased current between gate and back con-
tact which we measure with a Lock-In amplifier. This can be
converted into a capacitance change between the gate and back
contact. Sweeping VG leads to a characteristic charging spec-
trum with peaks at voltages where electron tunneling into QDs
is enhanced (cf. Fig. 3 and Fig. 8). The first two peaks are
labeled s1 and s2 and are separated due to Coulomb repulsion
followed by the charging of four p-peaks. The gate voltages
are converted into energies with a simple lever approach [24].
All measurements were conducted at T = 4.2K inside a liquid
He vessel and the samples were illuminated using commercial
available LEDs. The measurement process is described in the
following:
Throughout the cool-in process, all contacts and gates are short-
circuited to prevent freezing of charges. At T = 4.2K
the sample is illuminated for 5min at a constant gate volt-
age Villum. Five different LEDs with following peak wave-
length at T = 4.2K were used: 920 nm, 860 nm, 600 nm,
510 nm, and 460 nm. Immediately after illumination, bidi-
rectional CV measurements are performed, sweeping forward
(VG = − 1.0V to +0.4V) and backward (VG = + 0.4V to
−1.0V) in steps of 5mV. This was repeated for each wave-
length and for Villum = − 4.0V to 2.0V in steps of 0.2V.
4. Results and Interpretation
4.1. Photoluminescence Characterization
PL measurements on GaAs QWs grown with Al-cell-1
looked qualitatively comparable to that of a sample grown with
the backup Al-cell-2. However, the quantum efficiency was or-
ders of magnitude worse indicated by a significantly lower in-
tensity. Fig. 1 shows the PL signal at T = 77K of samples
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Table 1: Sample overview and growth parameters. The sample temperature was determined using a pyrometer. Note that Al-cell-1 is the contaminated Al-cell,
Al-cell-2 is the intact Al-cell and Al-cell-1∗ is the reconditioned Al-cell-1. Numbers behind sample labels are for internal reference.
Sample- Temperature Al-Cell- Temperature Overheating Temperature ∆T Comment
APL,C2 (#14352) 620
◦ C 2 1102 ◦ C 98 ◦ C good PL
BPL,C1 (#14347) 620
◦ C 1 1164 ◦ C 36 ◦ C bad PL
CPL,C2 (#14984) 615
◦ C 2 1102 ◦ C 128 ◦ C good PL
DPL,C1∗ (#14979) 615
◦ C 1∗ 1163 ◦ C 67 ◦ C bad PL
EPL,C1∗ (#15014) 615
◦ C 1∗ 1164 ◦ C 100 ◦ C (2 h) + 115 ◦ C (20min) good PL
ACV,C1∗ (#14729) 600
◦ C 1∗ 1177 ◦ C 23 ◦ C good CV
BCV,C1 (#14331) 600
◦ C 1 1164 ◦ C 36 ◦ C bad CV
AHall,C2 (#14351) 630
◦ C 2 1102 ◦ C 98 ◦ C good Hall
BHall,C1 (#14330) 630
◦ C 1 1164 ◦ C 36 ◦ C good Hall
APL,C2 and BPL,C1 consisting of a series of QWs of different
sizes. Sample BPL,C1, grown with Al-cell-1 has a signal which
is two orders of magnitude worse than for sample APL,C2 grown
with Al-cell-2.
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Figure 1: Comparison of PL signal at 77K of QWs of different sizes
(5nm to 16nm) grown with Al-cell-1 (Sample BPL,C1, red) and QWs grown
with Al-cell-2 (Sample APL,C2, black). A difference in two orders of magnitude
in signal amplitude is visible.
The decrease of PL intensity on QWs could be recovered
after reconditioning Al-cell-1 by overheating. With this, a sig-
nal comparable to the signal of samples grown using Al-cell-
2 could be achieved. Fig. 2 shows the PL signal of samples
CPL,C2, DPL,C1∗ , and EPL,C1∗ . Sample CPL,C2 is grown with
Al-cell-2, whereas the other two are grown with the contam-
inated Al-cell-1 after partial recovery of the cell by recondi-
tioned overheating. Typical conditioning of the cell before each
growth day includes a cell ramp to 1200◦C for 10min while
the effusion cell temperature for standard growth parameters
(growth rate of 0.1nm/s) is T = 1164◦C. A first overheating
iteration was performed before the growth of sample DPL,C1∗ as
other samples grown using Al-cell-1 did not show any signal
in PL. During the first iteration, Al-cell-1 and Al-cell-2 were
ramped to 1230◦C with open shutters and overheated for 3 h.
The shutters were opened and shut in 30min intervals to also
overheat the shutter plates. Sample DPL,C1∗ still showed a lower
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Figure 2: Room temperature PL signal of samples CPL,C2 (black), DPL,C1∗
(blue), and EPL,C1∗ (red). After overheating the Al-cell with 100
◦ C for 2h and
115◦ C for 20 min before the growth of sample EPL,C1∗ a similar PL intensity
compared to sample CPL,C2 (black) grown with Al-cell-2 is achieved.
PL signal than the reference sample CPL,C2 grown using Al-
cell-2. In a second iteration, the Al-cell was ramped to 1264◦C
and overheated for 2 h and further ramped to 1279◦C and over-
heated for another 20min. Here, the shutters were kept open the
whole time. Sample EPL,C1∗ , grown after the second iteration of
overheating, showed a PL-signal comparable to the reference
sample CPL,C2. Note that after recovering the PL-signal, no
further overheating iterations were needed to maintain a good
PL-signal. On the other hand, PL measurements on InAs QDs
(cf. Ludwig et al. [22] for growth conditions) grown with Al-
cell-1 did not significantly deviate from samples grown with
the reference cell Al-cell-2 (not shown here). Nevertheless, all
anomalies that are presented in the following vanished after re-
conditioning of the contaminated Al-cell-1 reinforcing the as-
sumption of impurities induced by Al-cell-1.
We explain the decrease in PL-signal for QWs with non-
radiative recombination centers induced by impurities and de-
fects during growth in the QW barrier. As PL experiments are
performed using above-band excitation, charge carriers are cap-
3
tured in the impurities in the barrier leading to a decrease in PL
signal. By reconditioning the cell by overheating, the PL signal
can be enhanced close to the signal from the reference sample.
This can be understood as a purification of the Al-cell as with
increased cell temperature morematerial is evaporated and with
this also the impurities in the cell as described by Gardner et al.
[25]. While Gardner et al. explain the role of the purification
of the gallium cell by overheating the cell on the mobility of
QWs we show that the optical properties can be enhanced sig-
nificantly by overheating the aluminum cell.
4.2. Electrical Characterization
Low-temperature mobility measurements via Hall-effect on
van-der-Pauw samples AHall,C2 and BHall,C1 did not show any
deviations to each other or to other samples grown using the
reconditioned Al-cell-1∗: 1.26× 106 cm2/Vs for AHall,C2 and
1.27× 106cm2/Vs for BHall,C1.
However, CV measurements on InAs QDs grown with Al-cell-
1 show a large broadening of the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the peaks in comparison to samples grown with
the reconditioned Al-cell-1∗ (cf. Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Comparison of bidirectional CV measurements of sample BCV,C1
without illumination (black) and with illumination before the measurement us-
ing a 920 nm IR-LED at Villum = − 2.0V (forward sweep (blue solid), back-
ward sweep (red dashed)). A shift of peak position to more negative VG and a
hysteresis between forward and backward sweep is visible for the measurement
with previous illumination.
In comparison to the CV spectra in Fig. 8 of a sample grown
with the reconditioned Al-cell-1∗, only two of four p-peaks are
visible. Additionally, we see a shift of the QD CV spectra when
the sample is illuminated before the measurement and a hystere-
sis for different VG sweeping directions (cf Fig. 3). Note that
the broadening of the peaks is mainly attributed to the inhomo-
geneity of the QD ensemble and, hence, an increased broaden-
ing could also be induced by fluctuations of the QD properties.
As we assume the impurity concentration to be homogeneous
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Figure 4: Comparison of band structure simulations for an impurity density in
the Al region of ∆nA− = 5 × 1013 cm−3 (black) and ∆nA− = 1 × 1016 cm−3
(red). Inset shows the enlarged QD region, which was approximated by a QW.
Photon energies on the right and sample structure on top are shown for clarity.
Shift of the QW energy levels is indicated by a black arrow and the Fermi
energy is marked in blue. Schematic of the sample structure on top.
over the whole aluminum-containing layer, we simulate the en-
ergy band structure using an 1D band simulation [26] and com-
pare the band structure of the two simulated samples with dif-
ferent ionized acceptor trap state concentrations. One reference
sample was simulated with a background impurity density of
∆nA− = 5× 1013cm−3 in all layers and one with an increased
acceptor impurity density of ∆nA− = 1 × 1016 cm−3 in the
AlGaAs region (see Fig. 4). The QDs in our experiment act as
energy probes in CV spectroscopy. We restrict ourselves to a
simulation of the conduction band shift at the location of the
QDs.
With an increased impurity density, an energy band bending is
strongly visible in the AlGaAs blocking barrier. Furthermore,
the increased acceptor impurity density leads to a shift of the
quantum dot energy level of approximately 25meV towards
higher energy. Note that simulating the energy band structure
with the same trap state density but using donor trap states leads
to opposite band bending and a shift of the quantum dot energy
level towards lower energy.
In CV spectroscopywe expect to see a peak whenever the Fermi-
level of the back contact is in resonance with the QD energy
level. Accordingly, we expect to see a shift in the CV charging
spectrum towards higher (lower) gate voltage if the QD energy
level is raised (lowered) with activated acceptor (donor) trap
states as a higher (lower) applied field is needed to get the QD
into resonance with the Fermi reservoir of the back contact.
We find a shift of charging spectra in the same order of magni-
tude as predicted from the band simulation for sample BCV,C1
if the sample is illuminated atVillum = −2.0V using a 920 nm
IR-LED before the measurement (Fig. 3). We furthermore find
a hysteresis between forward and backward sweeping direc-
tion, which is unexpected as the tilting of the energy level in
4
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Figure 5: Selected parts of waterfall plot of CV illuminated with a 920 nm IR-
LED atVillum = 2.0V to −4.0V in steps of 0.2V before each CVmeasurement
of sample BCV,C1. Forward measurement indicated with solid lines, backward
measurement with dashed lines. The measurements are offset with respect to
the Villum =−4.0V measurement for clarity. No illumination and Villum = 0.0V
measurements are highlighted black. Dashed arrows show the shift as a guide to
the eye. Arrow beyond the diagram indicates further measurements that show
no shift.
CV is a reversible process and the charging spectrum, there-
fore, should be independent of the gate sweeping direction [27].
Thus, the appearance of a hysteresis can be ascribed to different
charge environments between forward and backward measure-
ment. Charging peaks in the measurement taken in the forward
direction are located at lower gate voltages than in the measure-
ment taken in backward direction. This observation indicates
a more positive charge environment in the AlGaAs barrier dur-
ing the forward sweep. We further probe the sample with dif-
ferent Villum at illumination. We see a shift of peak charging
voltage first to more positive VG starting from Villum = 0.5V
until Villum = −0.5V followed by a shift to lower VG when de-
creasingVillum beginning with Villum = 2V (Fig. 5). This can be
understood as a Villum dependence of the photo-induced activa-
tion of trap states. Additionally, the hysteresis is only present
for Villum <−0.4V.
We extract the peak positions of s1-, s2-, p1- and p4 charge
state as a function of Villum for both sweeping directions (Fig. 6
a)) from the 2nd derivative of the CV spectrum. Fig. 6 b)
shows an exemplary analysis for the CV spectra illuminated at
Villum = 2.0V (black solid line) before the measurement. The
red graph shows a fit to a sum of Gaussians with peak positions
extracted from the 2nd derivative (dashed line).
The p2- and p3- peaks could not be determined reliably due to
the above-mentioned broadening and are therefore not included
in the analysis.
We separate the data into 4 regions: Region A denotes the re-
gion at high positive Villum where no shift in peak position is
visible while region B (region C) denotes the region with a shift
in peak position to higher (lower)VG. In the last region D, only
a slight shift is visible. While the shift in peak position starts in
region B for all QD charge states, the hysteresis starts to open
at more negative Villum for higher QD charge states and is less
pronounced.
We explain the voltage dependence of the photo-induced defect
ionization using below band gap excitation originating from a
change in optical absorption due to the Franz-Keldysh effect:
Via this effect, below band gap absorption is increased as the
electron and hole wavefunctions are overlapping into the band
gap with increasing electric field (cf. Fig. 6 c)) [28]. Another
possible explanation is the k-space indirect excitation [15] com-
bined with a Franz-Keldysh-like electric field dependent en-
hancement. Thus, with a higher applied field at illumination
more trap states are ionized.
In region A, a shift of peak position from no illumination mea-
surement to lower gate voltage is visible (cf. Fig. 5). This can
be explained by the neutralization of thermally ionized accep-
tors. At high positive Villum nearly all acceptors are neutralized
as the peak position saturates. Fig. 6d) shows a schematic of the
possible neutralization processes: Acceptor bound electrons 1.
recombine with illumination induced holes of the valence band,
2. get excited into the conduction band, 3. recombine with ion-
ized donors. Starting in region B we see a shift in peak position
to more positiveVG indicating the ionization (neutralization) of
acceptor defects, possible due to an increased Franz-Keldysh
effect if they are localized below (above) the Fermi-energy of
the gate (cf. Fig. 6e)). With increasing electric fields and thus
stronger Franz-Keldysh effect also donor trap states get ionized
in region C, leading to a reverse shift in peak position (cf. Fig.
6f)). In region D, the shift seems to saturate, as a higher applied
field leads to only small changes in peak position. In this re-
gion, all energetically available trap states are activated.
We explain the hysteresis between forward and backward sweep
with the neutralization of activated donor trap states. Without
illumination, electrons are the only free carriers in the device.
Electrons from the QDs can escape into trap states in the barrier,
neutralizing positively charged trap states. This process is illus-
trated in Fig. 6g). After neutralization, less ionized donor trap
states are present during the backward sweep and the energy
band bending is increased again due to remaining ionized ac-
ceptor traps. Therefore, the peak positions are located at more
positive VG than during the forward sweep. The hysteresis in-
creases with more negative Villum due to the increased number
of trap states activated assisted by the Franz-Keldysh effect.
The occurrence of the hysteresis is also proof for the assump-
tion of both acceptor and donor trap states. As the hysteresis
effect is explained by the neutralization of positively charged
traps during the forward sweep, it is necessary to consider ion-
ized donor traps. Since the hysteresis is not happening at Villum
when the first shift in peak position towards positive voltages
in region B occurred, assigned to the activation of acceptor de-
fects, both positively and negatively charged trap states have to
be present.
The smaller opening of the hysteresis at lower Villum for higher
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Figure 6: a) Peak positions of s1-, s2-, p1- and p4-charge state using the 920 nm IR-LED for Villum = 2.0V to − 4.0V in steps of 0.2V of sample BCV,C1. Arrows
show the direction of the sweep. The diagram is divided into four sections (A, B, C, D) for clarity. Grey dotted line as a guide to the eye for the shift of hysteresis
opening with higher energy levels. b) CV measurement for Villum = 2.0V (dotted), corresponding 2nd derivative for peak position determination (dashed) and
cumulative Gaussian Fit (red). c) Illustration of Franz-Keldysh assisted optical ionization of defect states. ECB shows band diagram of an electron in the conduction
band and ED for an electron in the donor state. For optical ionization E0 of defect states higher energy is required than for thermal ionization Eth due to the shift in
k-space [15]. Due to Franz-Keldysh effect at high voltages optical ionization occurs with photon energy smaller than optical excitation energy (EPh < EO) as the
wavefunctions Ψ can partly leak into the band gap. d) Schematic of region A: During cool-down donors and acceptors are ionized thermally. With illumination
acceptor bound electrons can 1. recombine with illumination induced holes, 2. be excited into the conduction band, 3. recombine with ionized donors. Nearly all
acceptors are neutralized in this region leading to saturation in region A of a). e) Schematic of region B: Without illumination this shows thermally ionized defects
after cool-down. With illumination further acceptors become persistently ionized (neutralized) if they are below (above) Fermi energy of the gate. f) Schematic of
region C: Additionally, donors get ionized due to Franz-Keldysh effect if they are located above the Fermi-level. g) During the gate sweep electrons can tunnel out
of the QDs and neutralize donors leading to a hysteresis between forward and backward sweep.
energetic QD states is explained by the low number of acti-
vated donor trap states as most of the neutralization process
occurs already at the charging of the s-energy levels. There-
fore, a hysteresis for the high QD energy levels is only seen
at high negative Villum when more donor states are ionized due
to a larger impact of the Franz-Keldysh effect at high negative
Villum. In agreement with the aforementioned explanation of
the hysteresis, further repetitions of the VG sweeps in the same
voltage range lead to no new hysteresis, as the same trap states
get ionized or neutralized. Also, measurements at different illu-
mination intensities were performed and revealed no intensity
dependence.
However, measurements using different excitation energies
revealed an excitation energy dependence of the peak position
shift and the hysteresis. While using below band gap excitation
of 860 nm and 920nm, a voltage dependence of defect ioniza-
tion is still visible (Fig. 7), measurements using higher excita-
tion energies (600 nm, 510 nm, and 460 nm) show no shift in
peak position. This can be explained by the immediate ion-
ization of all trap states due to high excitation energy. While
the ionization process by IR excitation is assisted by a Franz-
Keldysh-like effect, excitation at higher energy leads to a satu-
ration and no shift with decreasingVillum.
Increasing the excitation energy leads to an opening of the hys-
teresis at more positiveVillum, i.e. around flat band position, as a
smaller Franz-Keldysh effect is sufficient to activate donor trap
states [15]. While the opening of the hysteresis is still visible
using 860 nm excitation around Villum = +0.4V, a hysteresis is
already present at high Villum for the higher excitation energy
LED illumination. These findings support the above mentioned
higher ionization energy of donor trap states in comparison to
acceptor trap states and the explanation of the hysteresis oc-
curring with the ionization of donor states. The measurement
using the 860 nm LED shows a small hysteresis at high Villum,
which we assume to be a measurement artifact as it vanishes
again with decreasing Villum. Note that the ionization of some
trap states persist even after temperature ramps between 4K
and 300K over a timescale of several days as a shift of the CV
spectrum with respect to the non-illuminated spectrum was still
seen after five days.
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Figure 7: s1 peak position in dependence of Villum for LED wavelength of
920 nm, 860 nm, 600 nm, 510 nm, and 460 nm of sample BCV,C1. The analy-
sis is shown for the s1 charge state only but applies to any other state as they
behave the same. Grey dotted line as a guide to the eye for the shift of hysteresis
opening with increasing excitation energy.
4.3. Model
In order to quantify the impurity density, one could calcu-
late the charge induced shift analytically [29]. However, we
perform band structure simulations using a 1D Poisson solver
[26] to calculate the impurity density. We extract the energy
shift in the QD region between a structure without and with in-
creased impurity density in the AlGaAs region and find a nearly
perfect linear dependence of impurity density ∆nA− and energy
shift ∆E up to ∆nA− = 2.0 × 1016 cm−3 (R2 = 0.99994) (see
Appendix Fig. A.9) given by:
∆nA−(∆E) = a∆E (1)
with
a = (−4.149± 0.008)× 1017 cm
−3
eV
.
With the maximum energy shift of 25meV between region A
and region B using the 860 nm LED (Fig. 7) we calculate the
impurity density of photo-induced trap charges in the Al region
to be approximately ∆nA− = (1.04± 0.03)× 1016 cm−3.
To put the the calculated impurity density into compari-
son, we measured the maximum illumination and electric field-
induced energy shift of a reference sample ACV,C1∗ grown with
Al-cell-1∗ with the same measurement setup and procedure as
explained in Sec. III (see Fig. 8). As the shift in peak position
is too small to be extracted in the previous way, we use another
method by approximating each peak as Gaussian. The distance
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Figure 8: CV measurement on sample ACV,C1∗ grown with the reconditioned
Al-cell-1∗ illuminated with a 920 nm LED atVillum=−0.5V andVillum= 2.0V
before the measurement.
between two Gaussians g−(V ) and g+(V )
g±(V ) =
1
σ
√
2pi
exp
{
−1
2
(
V ± δV/2
σ
)2}
(2)
shifted by δV is calculated by approximating following stan-
dardization via Taylor series expansion in first order [30]:
G =
g1(V )− g2(V )
g1(V )+ g2(V )
≈−δV
σ2
V, (3)
where σ = FWHM
2
√
2 ln(2)
denotes the standard deviation.
The distance δV can be extracted from the slope of the stan-
dardization (see Appendix Fig. A.10). Applying this method to
the s1 region of the two reference CV spectra, with σ = 0.06V
(extracted from fitting a Gaussian to the peak), we extract a
voltage shift of δV = (25± 9)µV which corresponds to an en-
ergy shift of ∆E = (3.3± 1.2)µeV using the simple lever law.
Applying Eq. 1 and performing another band structure simula-
tion, we relate the energy shift of 3.3µeV to an impurity den-
sity of photo-induced trap charges of approximately ∆nA− =
(1.4± 0.5)× 1012 cm−3 illustrating the clear difference to the
bad quality sample. Note that we measure photo-induced trap
charges, which are only part of the real impurity density but still
gives an insight into the purity and high-quality of the second
sample.
5. Conclusion
We discuss the influence of Al-cell related impurities from
a contaminated effusion cell on the optical and electrical prop-
erties of QWs and QDs. We show that reconditioning the Al-
cell by overheating can lead to enhanced optical properties in
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QWs similar to those grown with an intact Al-cell. Addition-
ally, we studied the influence of photo-induced activation of
trap states unintentionally introduced by a contaminated MBE
effusion cell on the QD energy levels. Using CV spectroscopy
we measured a shift of the QD energy level depending on the
voltage at illumination. We attribute these findings to a photon
energy and electric field dependent excitation of donor and ac-
ceptor trap states via a Franz-Keldysh-like effect. This energy
shift is used to calculate the impurity density of photo-induced
trap states with the help of band structure simulation and can
be used to estimate the sample quality. In contrast to other
methods, we propose a way to quickly and easily determine
the heterostructure quality suitable for application on the fre-
quently used QD diode structure of state-of-the-art QD experi-
ments without the need for specific measurements setups, such
as a resonant fluorescence setup. This method can be further ex-
tended with temperature-dependentmeasurements which could
give hints to the activation energy of the impurity.
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*
Appendix A. Additional Figures
Fig. A.9 shows the energy shift ∆E from the band structure
simulation for different impurity densities ∆nA− in the AlGaAs
region. The dependence is fitted with a linear regression for
obtaining Eq. (1).
Fig. A.10 a) shows the s-peaks for a measurement with il-
lumination at−0.5V and−2.0V for sample ACV,C1∗ . From the
standardization of Eq. (3) in the s1-region, the voltage shift δV
could be extracted with a linear fit. Furthermore, no hysteresis
between forward and backward sweep was measured.
8
25 meV
Figure A.9: Linear regression used to determine Eq. (1). 1D band structure
simulations were performed for different impurity densities ∆nA− from which
the energy shift ∆E is extracted.
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Figure A.10: a) s1-peak of CV measurements C1(Villum = −0.5V ) and
C2(Villum = −2.0V ) on the sample ACV,C1∗ . b) Standardization of s1-peak
after Eq. (3) and linear regression used to calculate δV : m = (−3.4± 1.2)×
10−3 1/V×VG+(−7.9±2.9)×10−4 .
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